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Abstract—SystemVerilog is a popular hardware description
and verification language aimed at designing and verifying
present-day complex embedded systems. With the increasing
number of design verification assertions, engineers always
feel it difficult to manage the gap between the system
specification and the design validation efforts and to cope
with the time-to-market factors. An approach is presented
for the modeling of system design as well as validation
features using the UML standards like SysML, MARTE and
CCSL. Finally the approach is demonstrated using an
example of traffic light controller.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing complexity of electronic systems
and the embedded applications, there is a continual need
for the abstract representations of such systems [1], [2].
Modeling such systems is a challenging task as these
systems are not only huge in magnitude but are also
significantly diverse [3]. Model Based System Engineering
(MBSE) is the latest trend in system development
methodology which focuses on creating and exploiting the
abstract representations of systems. The MBSE approach
is meant to increase the design productivity by simplifying
the design process, reuse of standard models, and
providing the basis for implementing systems. Various
research works have mentioned the use MBSE techniques
to improve the productivity [4].
Traditionally, Unified Modeling Language (UML) has
been used to model software systems [5]. However, it
supports MBSE approach for embedded systems through
the use of profile extensions. UML profile for Modeling
and Analysis of Real-time Embedded Systems (MARTE)
and Systems Modeling Language (SysML) are leading
examples of this trend [6], [7]. These UML profiles have
features to support the specification of diverse structural,
behavioral and temporal aspects of complex embedded
systems. SysML profile is commonly used to model
embedded systems requirements [8] while the UML profile
for MARTE specializes in modeling real-time embedded
systems [9], [10].
Although UML and its associated SysML/MARTE
profiles support variety of modeling features, it is still
sometimes insufficient to cater complex and large
embedded systems requirements in the model using a
single profile [11]. Therefore the combined use of distinct
SysML and MARTE profiles has frequently been
advocated by various authors and several efforts followed
to exhibit the combined use of SysML/MARTE to model

structural, behavioral and temporal aspects of complex
embedded systems [12], [13].
Once modeled, these complex systems still face the
chances of failures due to software or hardware issues or
mere human error. Design verification of a system is a
process intended to ensure that a system is designed and
works as per the specifications. According to the analysts,
about 50% of the design effort for an electronic chip
consists of the verification process [14]. Assertion-based
verification (ABV) plays an important role to handle such
complex systems [15]. Assertions are the executable
hardware description language (HDL) code that capture
specifications and the design intent, usually written in
hardware verification languages like SystemVerilog [16],
PSL (Property Specification Language) [17] or Sugar [18].
In industrial setups, based on the design specification,
dedicated team of verification engineers propose hundreds
of assertions to verify the design integrity. But as the
system specification is usually given in a natural language,
it is not easy to translate those directly into assertions
unless they are described in a formal language [19], [20],
[21].
This paper proposes a unified approach of system
design and its verification based on a formal language. It
uses the SysML and the UML profile for MARTE to
model the system structure and then embed the design
verification properties to these structural models. It
proposes to model the assertions (used for design
verification) using the SysML parametric diagrams along
with the Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL)
[19]. CCSL is a constraint language, associated with the
UML profile for MARTE. It is used here as a formal
language to bridge the gap between the realms of models
or system specifications (represented by SysML
parametrics) and the application/code level at which
SystemVerilog assertions can be applied. It gives a precise
semantics of SysML parametrics so that SystemVerilog
assertions can be derived. Hence the major contribution
through this effort is to provide a unified modeling and
verification framework based on sound formal semantics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief introduction to the formalisms used in this
paper: SystemVerilog, MARTE, and CCSL. Section 3
discusses various related research work and their
limitations. Section 4 presents the approach for modeling
assertions in SysML using CCSL with the help of a case
study. Lastly section 5 concludes with the summary and
future work.

II.

FORMALISMS UNDER CONSIDERATION

A. SystemVerilog and SystemVerilog Assertions (SVAs)
SystemVerilog is a joint hardware description and
verification language (HDVL) based on the Verilog
language and standardized by the IEEE standard 18002005. For Register Transfer Level (RTL) design, it
provides an extended feature-set of Verilog-2005 while for
verification it introduces object-oriented programming
features more closely related to languages like Java and
C++. Assertions are the integral part of the verification
feature of this language. An assertion is a statement about
a specific functional characteristic or property that is
expected to hold for a design. For the electronic
components, assertions are the executable HDL code that
captures the specification and design intent.
SystemVerilog concurrent assertions are based on a
synchronous clock-based semantics. Thus they provide the
ability to specify sequential behavior concisely and to
evaluate them at discrete points in time. Two of the most
commonly used conditional assertion operators are samecycle implication operator (|->) and the next-cycle
implication operator (|=>).
B. Time Structure in MARTE and CCSL
MARTE time model provides a sufficiently expressive
time structure to represent time requirements [20] of
embedded systems. MARTE time model is a set of logical
clocks and each clock can be represented by ⟨ ⟩, where
represents the set of instants and is the binary relation
on .
The CCSL [19]is a declarative language annexed to the
specification of the MARTE UML Profile. It is used to
specify constraints imposed on the clocks consisting of at
least one clock relation. A clock relation relates two clock
specifications. A clock specification can be either a simple
reference to a clock or a clock expression. A clock
expression refers to one or more clock specifications and
possibly to additional operands. There are three basic clock
relations in CCSL: precedence (
), coincidence (
),
and exclusion (
). A forth relation, the strict precedence
(
) is derived from the precedence relation while the
fifth/last relation subclocking (
) is an injective form of
coincidence.
The clock relations can be classified as synchronous,
asynchronous, or a combination of both. Subclocking
constraint (
) is an example of synchronous clock
constraint based-on coincidence. Each instant of the
subclock must coincide with one instant of the superclock
in an order-preserving fashion. The exclusion constraint
(
) states that the instants of the two clocks never occur
at the same time. Non-strict precede constraint (
) is an
example of asynchronous clock constraint based-on
precedence. Given the relation a
b, for all natural
numbers k, the kth instant of ‗a‘ precedes or is coincident
[ ]
[ ]). Mixed
with the kth instant of ‗b‘ (
clock constraints combine coincidence and precedence
relations. An example is defer constraint ( ) which
enforces delayed coincidences. The expression
( )
(read as a deferred b for ns) imposes c to tick
synchronously with the nth tick of b following a tick of a.
Hence, CCSL provides synchronous and asynchronous
relationships on clocks and supports non-deterministic

specifications and provides the adequate semantics to deal
with the SystemVerilog assertions. Such an approach will
also bridge the gap between system specification and
assertions that validate the design and formally describe
the specification.
III.

RELATED WORK

The presented design approach advocates the combined
use of multiple UML profiles to model complex embedded
systems. This is endorsed by various distinguished
researchers who have raised several concerns and
opportunities regarding the combined use of SysML and
MARTE profiles. Many researchers have proposed to use
the SysML and UML profile for MARTE to model
different sorts of electronic and embedded systems [22] [24]. SysML and MARTE have been used together in
several other projects like SATURN Project [26] and
MeMVaTEx [27]. SATURN is an EU project aimed at a
UML/SysML-based approach for hardware/software codesign. It is based on Artisan Studio software [28] and uses
an enhanced SysML profile used to generate SystemC and
VHDL code. MeMVaTEx is a model-based methodology
for expressing requirements and traceability mechanisms
during the modeling process. It relies on standards like
EAST-ADL2 [29] and UML2 profiles like MARTE and
SysML.
SVAs represent the system constraints. As the
constraints are closely related to time, it causes special
interest of time representation in UML. Frederic [30] has
discussed the use of SysML parametric diagrams along
with CCSL (Clock Constraint Specification Language) to
represent the laws related to time. The contribution in the
paper extends this work and proposes assertions modeling
based on this approach. Similarly, Huascar [31] also
advocates the use of SysML parametric diagrams and
MARTE VSL (Value Specification Language) to specify
non-causal models with algebraic and time constraint
expressions. Another research-work in the form of TEPE
Language [32] defines a SysML based framework for
specifying time-constrained properties. This approach has
also utilized the SysML parametric diagrams to specify
their models. The work in [33] compares the time
semantics of CCSL and PSL (which is quite similar to
SVAs). Similarly the work in [34] considers the
representation/implementation of CCSL in VHDL using
the concept of observers. None of these mentioned
approaches focus directly on SystemVerilog assertions
which contributes heavily to design verification efforts.
The only research work directly targeting the
SystemVerilog assertions (SVAs) [35] considers the
system behavior implemented in the form of state
machines. Then they coupled the assertions, in the form of
properties, with these states. But for representing SVAs,
they relied only on the comments attached to the classes
(effectively not being part of the model). These comments
are retrieved from the model and pasted directly in the
SystemVerilog code.
IV.

MODELING SYSTEMVERILOG ASSERTIONS

The presented framework proposes the modeling of
SystemVerilog assertions in SysML parametric diagrams
and CCSL. This section firstly presents the case study used
in modeling approach followed by the CCSL

representation for the SystemVerilog assertions. Lastly
assertions modeled in SysML are presented.
A. Case Study
The case study considered is of the traffic light
controller taken from the SystemVerilog Handbook [36],
as shown in Figure 1. It consists of a cross-road with a
North-South highway traffic signal (ns_light in the HDL
module interface) and the East-West farm road traffic
signal (ew_light). There are sensors installed for the
emergency vehicles (emgcy_sensor) and for the farm road
traffic (ew_sensor). Highway traffic is only interrupted if
there is a vehicle detected by the farm road sensor.

GREEN. Next the case study properties are discussed oneby-one to further understand how SVAs are represented in
CCSL.
Safety, simultaneous green lights are illegal: The
North-South Highway traffic light and the East-West farm
traffic lights cannot be GREEN at the same time. Using
the same-cycle implication operator, the assertion is
represented as,
ns_light == GREEN |-> ! ew_light == GREEN;

Here the same-cycle implication operator means
ns_light and ew_light both cannot be green in the same
cycle. Same intention can be represented in CCSL using
the exclusion operator as,
ns_light.GREEN

ew_light.GREEN

State of lights at reset: The North-South Highway traffic
light is in the OFF state when the system is reset. Using
the next-cycle implication operator, the assertion is
represented as,
reset_n == 1'b0 |=> ns_light == OFF;

Figure 1. Highway and Farm Road Traffic Intersection

The architecture for the traffic light controller consists
of two finite state machines (FSMs) and the timers. The
timers ensure the proper delay for all the signal transition
as shown in Figure 2. Module interface contains all the
ports described earlier used by the SVAs for design
verification.
ns_green_timer
ew_green_timer

North-South FSM

OFF

East-West FSM

RED

if ns_green_timer == 3 &&
ew_sensor

if ew_green_timer == 3
YELLOW

if emgcy_sensor
GREEN

if ew_green_timer == 3
GREEN

OFF

reset_n (1)

ns_light.OFF

The same property is repeated for the farm road with its
CCSL representation as,
reset_n == 1'b0 |=> ew_light == OFF;
reset_n (1)

clk

ew_light.OFF

State of lights during emergency: Whenever the
emergency vehicle sensor is activated, all the traffic
signals turn to yellow and then red. Here the assertion
combines the next-cycle implication operator with the
delay operator. Use of `true [*2] is trivial.

if emgcy_sensor
if ns_green_timer == 3
&& ew_sensor

When the emergency sensor is activated, the light turns
red after a delay of two clock cycles (one explicit and the
other implicit through |=> operator). In CCSL the same can
be expressed as,

PRE_GREEN

emgcy_sensor (2)
ew_sensor

clk

emgcy_sensor |=> `true[*2] ##1
ns_light==RED;

RED
YELLOW

Here the next-cycle implication operator means when
the reset_n signal goes low, the ns_light turns OFF in the
next clock cycle. Same intention can be represented in
CCSL using the defer and sub-clock operators as,

emgcy_sensor

reset_n

clk

ns_light

ew_light

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Traffic Light Module

B. Mapping SVAs to CCSL
CCSL enables to assign logical clocks to selected
modeling elements, and hence proposes a way to express
system safety properties using logical time patterns.
Instants of the CCSL clocks represent the occurrences of
the events, as discussed in detail in [37]. In the case study,
the ‗highway light is green‘ (ns_light == GREEN) is
considered as an event to trigger conditional assertions in
SystemVerilog. Such events representing state machines
directly mapped to CCSL logical clocks with notions like
ns_light.GREEN which will represent a clock that will tick
throughout when the corresponding variable has the value

clk

ns_light.RED

Similar constraint will be repeated for the farm road as
well.
Safety, green to red is illegal, need yellow: Whenever
the traffic signal is GREEN, it must not become RED in
the next clock cycle.
ns_light == GREEN |=> ! ns_light == RED;

This property can also be implemented using the CCSL
exclusion operator.
ns_light.GREEN (1)

clk

ns_light.RED

Farm road light remains green for maximum 3 cycles:
The farm road signal must turn back to RED when the
timer reaches the count of 3.

(ew_green_timer==2'b11) |=> `true ##1
ew_light==RED;

Its logical representation in CCSL can be as,
ew_green_timer.3 (2)

clk

ew_light.RED

Here the ew_green_timer.3 is considered to be a logical
clock which ticks for all the instants when ew_green_timer
attribute has the value 3. So for all such instants, the
ew_light is checked to be red after two clock cycles.
Safety, green-yellow lights at the same time is illegal:
To ensure the safety of all the commuters on the road, it is
verified that green and yellow traffic lights are not ON at
the same moment. Both traffic lights are tested using a
single assertion.
(ew_light == GREEN |-> ! ns_light ==
YELLOW;)
and
(ns_light == GREEN |-> ! ew_light ==
YELLOW;)

In CCSL, two simpler constraints can be combined
using the intersection (*) operator.
(ew_light.GREEN

C. Modeling Assertions in SysML
The presented modeling efforts focus on the structural
representation of traffic light controller using SysML block
definition diagrams (BDDs) embedded with the
verification FEATURES USING PARAMETRIC DIAGRAMS.
TABLE I. SVA TO CCSL MAPPING OF SOME COMMON INSTRUCTIONS

SystemVerilog
a |-> b
a |-> ! b
a |=> b
a |=> ! b
a ##n b
a && b
a || b

CCSL
a
b
a
b
a (1)
clk
a (1)
clk
a (n)
clk
a * b
a + b

For the modeling approach, a library of CCSL
constraints represented by SysML constraint blocks is
created. The package also defines a logical clock signal
typed as ClockType from the MARTE time model, as
shown in Figure 3.

ns_light.YELLOW)

*
(ns_light.GREEN

b
b
b

ew_light.YELLOW)

In general, the mappings between the SystemVerilog
assertions and the CCSL constraints are tabulated in Table
I. Remember that these mappings are only for a small
subset of the language. Just like SystemVerilog, multiple
constraints can be combined together to make a complex
sequence.
Figure 3. CCSL Constraints Package

Figure 4. Using Constraint-based Analysis to Represent Assertions

Figure 5. Modeling Assertions using Parametric Diagrams

Figure 4 shows the block definition diagram for modeling
the case study verification features. This diagram gathers the
design under verification (DUV), testbench and the CCSL
constraints and links them together. The block tlight_props
represents the design testbench having aggregation relation
with the design under verification trafficlight and composition
relation with the desired CCSL constraints. The CCSL
constraints have no direct meaning in the design without the
proper use with the testbench. Multiple composition relations
between the testbench block and a CCSL constraint block
refers to multiple use of same constraint to represent various
SystemVerilog assertions.
TABLE II. VARIOUS CONCEPTS REPRESENTED IN UML/SYSML

System
Verilog
Concept
Design under
Verification
Testbench
SV Property
Instance
SV Assertion

UML/SysML
Components Used
Block
(trafficlight)
Block
(tlight_props)
Constraint Block
(CCSL)
Combination of Roles
of Constraint Blocks
Combination of CCSL
constraints

SysML
Diagram
Used
BDD
BDD
BDD
Parametric
Parametric

Parametric diagrams like in Figure 5 further elaborate the
CCSL and testbench relations. The constraint properties shown
here are the usages of their respective CCSL constraint blocks.
Hence parametric diagrams are used to bind the design
properties (ports, attributes) and testbench attributes (like
delta1) to the constraint properties through their parameters
(sub, clk1, etc.) to create a distinct relationship representing the
SystemVerilog assertions. The CCSL mappings defined
previously are used to model these constraint relations
graphically. Based on the behavior of the target SystemVerilog
assertion operator, it is represented by one or more constraint
properties connected to design parameters. Table II
summarizes the relationship between different types of
UML/SysML components used to represent SystemVerilog
and CCSL concepts.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper explores a novel approach for modeling
SystemVerilog assertions. A technically sound solution was
proposed based on mature standards like SysML, MARTE and
CCSL. The proposed solution can be used to model third-party
designs and SVAs independently and can help the verification
engineers to start working on the design validation efforts at
the time of design specification. The presented work focuses on
the verification/validation features of a system and future work
will present a holistic approach including structural information
augmented with design requirements which will then be
satisfied through the design verification model elements.

Consequently, this will achieve a model-driven architecture
approach by automatically generating SystemVerilog structural
skeleton and assertions from the abstract model. Lastly future
efforts will focus to exhaustively map various SystemVerilog
assertion concepts to those of CCSL.
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